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MY COMPANY

FIORIMA IS ALWAYS

ONE STEP AHEAD

Socks with pockets? Did the thought never cross your mind? Well, neither did ours. 

However, what matters is that it has crossed the minds of Fiorima’s owners. The socks 

factory, which shares its birthday with Portugal's accession to the EEC, was founded by 

Manuel Machado Rodrigues, Orfama’s historic and veteran manager. 

READ MORE

PORTUGUESE INNOVATION 

AWARDED AT ISPO

The dense snow blanket that covered Munich on Sunday, 

ISPO’s first day, did not dampen the enthusiasm of the 

more than 40 Portuguese exhibitors present, who on the 

trip home brought some orders, a lot of hope and a bag 

full of prizes.

READ MORE
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THE WONDERFUL WORLD

OF GREEN CIRCLE 

A central concern of the textile industry in general, 

sustainable production – and the innovation that comes 

with it – has been growing. The Green Circle project by 

iTechStyle, launched during the last Modtissimo, is an 

undeniable success. 

READ MORE

WITH SOCKAPRO, THE SHIN 

GUARD FITS INSIDE THE SOCK

The former players Nuno Gomes (Benfica), Mikel (FC 

Porto), Francisco Geraldes (Sporting) and Licá (Estoril 

Praia) already tested and approved the Sockapro , a sock 

with a system that incorporates a shin guard and that is 

already patented in Europe.  

READ MORE

ALBERTO TAVARES LEADS 

OLBO&MEHLER’S OPERATION

Olbo&Mehler and Mehler Engineered Products have 

announced that they will unite their global operations 

into one company to streamline the response to the 

market. This new project of the German group will be led 

by Alberto Tavares, the Famalicão group unit CEO.

READ MORE

CRISTINA MOTTA LIKES CHEESE 

AND DISLIKES COCKROACHES

Messe Frankfurt’s representative in Portugal since 1998, 

Cristina Terra da Motta, 53, has two children, both 

dedicated to the Arts, and likes to cook, listening to the 

radio, cheese, Chet Baker and cats; and dislikes tattoos, 

barbed wire, cypresses, strong smells and cockroaches.

READ MORE

JOAPS BETS

ON TECHNICAL MATERIALS

Increasing the weight of technical and organic fabrics in 

the company’s turn over is now the main strategy of 

JOAPS. Technical meshes are already worth 20% of 

JOAPS’s sale, which is benefiting from the growing 

demand for sustainable materials.

READ MORE
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Sophia Kah wants to be in three continents. London, the United States and 

the Middle East. These are the geographies to where the new collection of the brand Sophia 

Kah, created by Ana Teixeira de Sousa, will travel. "It’s a way of honouring the Portuguese 

traditions", said the designer about her latest collection, inspired by the Portuguese 

summer and lifestyle and, especially, by our traditional embroidery art. 

READ MORE

"There is a great demand of 

flax, much more intense 

than the demand for wool. 

Flax has come to stay"

JOÃO CARVALHO

Fitecom’s CEO

8million
euros is the investment made by Familitex 

in a new dyeing and finishing unit, located 

in Famalicão 
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